
Definitions : 

1: Globalization : 

worldwide integration and development 

2: Workaholism : 

an obsessive need to work 

3: telecommuting 

working at home by using a computer terminal electronically linked to 

one's place of employment.  

 

4: flexible  

susceptible of modification or adaptation 

5- identity : 

the condition of being oneself or itself, and not another. 

6- pleasure: 

feeling of being pleased. 

7- temporary : 

lasting, existing, serving, or effective for a time only; not permanent. 

8 – slang : 

very informal usage in vocabulary and idiom that is characteristically 

more metaphorical, playful, elliptical, vivid, and ephemeral than ordinary 

language, as Hit the road.  

 

9- suddenly : 

happening, coming, made, or done quickly, without warning, or 

unexpectedly. 

10- invested : 
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to use (money), as in accumulating something. 

11- profit : 

pecuniary gain resulting from the employment of capital in any 

transaction. 

12- distinguish : 

to mark off as different. 

13: fad : 

a temporary fashion, notion, manner of conduct, etc., especially one 

followed enthusiastically by a group.  

 

14: enthusiastically : 

full of or characterized by enthusiasm. 

15: essence 

the basic, real, and invariable nature of a thing or its significant individual 

feature or features: 

16 : irrational 

without the faculty of reason; deprived of reason.  

 

17 : culture 

the quality in a person or society that arises from a concern for what is 

regarded as excellent in arts, letters, manners, scholarly pursuits, etc.  

 

18- grin : 

the act of withdrawing the lips and showing the teeth, as in anger or pain.  

 

19- prey : 

an animal hunted or seized for food, especially by a carnivorous animal.  
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20- reassure : 

to restore to assurance or confidence. 

21- gesture : 

a movement or position of the hand, arm, body, head, or face that is 

expressive of an idea, opinion, emotion, etc.: 

 

22- wag : 

to move from side to side, forward and backward, or up and down, 

especially rapidly and repeatedly 
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